
Hunter TrueID™ - For Seniors
Diminished cognitive function can erase a person’s memory of once-familiar surround-
ings, as well as make it extremely difficult to adapt to new surroundings. As a result, 
individuals suffering from diseases such as Alzheimer’s or dementia may wander 
away from their homes or care centers and turn up lost, frightened and disoriented — 
sometimes far from where they started. In fact, according to statistics, more than 60 
percent of these individuals unintentionally wander away from home at some point.
Recognizing the importance of protecting those afflicted with these conditions, Hunter 
Systems Group, Inc. has developed a facial recognition software product, Hunter 
TrueID™ which enables caregivers and police to identify missing or wandering indi-
viduals and help them return home safely. 

How it works: 
An interested party can enroll a loved one at www.huntertrueid.com. A photo and limited information about your 
loved one is automatically passed to the Hunter TrueID™ database via secure internet connection. Once a wandering 
individual has been located by a police department and their identity is unknown, their photo can then be compared 
against the Hunter TrueID™ database using cutting-edge facial recognition technology. If the system receives a match 
in Hunter TrueID™, that person’s information will be displayed so he or she may safely be returned. 

As it stands now, most police departments have a paper form that is available for individuals to fill out with an at-
tached photo. This document is typically filed in a filing cabinet at the police department and not readily available to 
other police departments in surrounding towns. Hunter TrueID™ eliminates that issue by quickly and efficiently dissemi-
nating critical information to police officers, regardless of their jurisdiction, when they need it most. 

Hunter TrueID™ - At a glance
• Creates fast, accurate and electronically-linked information   
    across a shared secure database to law enforcement agencies. 
• Generates missing posters.
• Police departments receive a FREE Hunter TrueID™ license. 
•  Police have immediate access to the information and a positive 

ID can be made.
•  Law Enforcement agencies are the only ones that have access 

to this information.
• $49.95/individual/year enrollment fee.
• Log on at www.huntertrueid.com to enroll. 
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